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ABBREVIATIONS
Association of Universities for Textiles

CAD

Computer aided design

CBI

Center for the Promotion of Imports from Developing Countries

CM

Cut and Make. Customer provides making instructions and all materials.

CMT

Cut Make and Trimmings. Customer provides making instructions,
manufacturer buys trimmings.

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

EURATEX

European Apparel and Textile Confederation

FOB

Full Package. Customer provides making instructions, manufacturer
buys all materials.

IAF

International Apparel Federation

PL

Private Label. Manufacturer design products, but supplies them
with customer’s brand.

PDM

Product data management

PLM

Product Life-Cycle Management

POS

Point of Sale
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AUTEX

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The purpose of this report is to assist APIUS
association to develop a Roadmap for Competitive
Development of Moldovan Fashion Manufacturing
Industry. The Roadmap shall assist the industry in
building a high-value added growth by positioning

METHODOLOGY
The analysis of the current situation of Moldovan
fashion industry is based on already existing data
gathered from various reports and statistics as well
as interviews of 10 light industry companies and
various stake holders during two weeks in May

CURRENT SITUATION
The light industry (manufacture of textiles,
manufacture of wearing apparel and manufacture of
leather products & footwear) employs 22 640
people and represents 10,3 % of Moldova’s industrial
production (2015). The share of light industry in
exports was 16,4 %. There are 550 enterprises in
light industry, however, a large number has stopped
operating. The turnover of the operating light
industry enterprises totaled to MDL 4,0 billion in
2014. Turnover per person employed, however,
was only MDL 178 000 due to the fact that the
share of low value adding cut and make services
(CM) in exports was 92% in apparel, 84 % in
footwear and 99 % in leather and travel goods in
2015. The average net margin of light industry
companies ranges between 1,5 % in textiles and
10,6 % in leather goods and footwear, and less than
50 % of the light industry enterprises had a positive
result in 2014. The net margin in profitable companies
may be satisfactory, but the net profit in value is
low.
In proportion to turnover the average investment
by manufacturers of textiles was 5,3 %, apparel 4,0
% and leather goods and footwear 12,3 %. However,
the value of investments per company was very
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Moldova into the global and regional development
trends. Furthermore, the Roadmap will serve as
basis for developing a Policy White Book of the
Moldovan Light Industry that will describe and
prioritize the key business environment improvement
actions needed to create a more competitive
industry in the medium and long term.
2016. Likewise, information regarding conditions in
competing countries is partly based on already
published different reports and partly on consultants’
international experience. The various sources for
information are referred to in the text and a list of
references is presented at the end of the report.

moderate in 2014, MDL 2,5 million in textiles, MDL
0,4 million in apparel and MDL 1,8 million in leather
goods & footwear when micro size companies are
not considered.
Several of the large companies operate primarily
with exports, mainly CM or CMT with only a few
clients. This is risky and prevents the company in
upgrading towards more value adding concepts. A
large number of Moldovan apparel and footwear
manufactures have, however, managed to launch
own brands in the domestic market with the
assistance of the ‘From Heart’ promotion. Some
enterprises are ready to start exporting own
branded goods to the neighboring countries.
The image of Moldova is rather unattractive in the
international market. Moldova ranks number 84 by
the Global Competitiveness Index, way behind such
near-to-EU competing suppliers as Turkey, Romania,
Bulgaria and Morocco. The World Economic
Forum defines corruption, policy instability, inefficient
government bureaucracy and access to financing as
most problematic factors for doing business with
Moldova. Furthermore, the awareness of Moldova
as potential supplier of light industry goods to EU is
low among the potential customers. One of the
consequences is that international material suppliers
offer very unfavorable terms of payment, payable in

advance, while some of the competitors get 60 or
even 90 days credit. This together with inefficient
and expensive domestic banks put a lot of financial
strain on the industry.

The light industry suffers from high rotation of
personnel. Furthermore, many companies complain
that they have difficulties in employing qualified
personnel both for management and factory jobs.

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES

■

Upgrade to more value adding concepts in
export, such as FOB, Private Label and Own
Label.

■

Improve the image and awareness of Moldova
and Moldovan light industry in export markets.

■

Start exports with own brand to the neighboring
countries.

■

Improve productivity by investing in modern
equipment for CAD, computerized cutting,
flexible modular production systems, ERP, PLM
and PDM.

In order to enhance competitiveness and maintain
profitable development in the future the following
short term objectives are identified:
■

Increase the market share of own brands in the
domestic market.

SUMMARY OF
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
THE ROADMAP
Recommendations for the Roadmap can be
summarized as follows:
■

Launch campaign to improve Moldova’s image.

■

■

Create on-line directory of the industry, enter
rated data bases for suppliers and participate in
sourcing fairs and events.

Enhance international networking with EURATEX,
AUTEX, PROMOSTYL, INTERCOLOR, etc.

■

■

Seek new type of clients interested in more value
adding concepts in exports.

Turn ZIPHOUSE to a Design Center/ Center of
Excellence which provides fashion trend information
to the industry and advises on productivity
improvement.

■

Improve quality of own brand retail outlets in the
domestic market, both in outlook and management.
Launch on-line retailing by means of modern IT
technology and Social Media.

■

Organize high quality practical training to
improve sourcing, design, marketing and technical
skills.

Photo credit: Elena Racceeva
Photo caption: Participant at a ZIPhouse community event, during a drapping contest
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I. INTRODUCTION
The light industry of Moldova consists of three sub-sectors (manufacture of textiles, manufacture of
wearing apparel and manufacture of leather products and footwear). Apparel is the largest of these
three in terms of the number of companies, employment and turnover.

76
leather &
footwear

3761

120

leather &
footwear

textiles

356
apparel

4244
textiles

14635

442

apparel

leather &
footwear

1777

Number of companies

1816

Employment

textiles

apparel

Turnover MDL million
Figure 1. Structure of Moldovan Light Industry (Source: National Bureau of Statistics)

The number of enterprises in Moldovan light
industry totaled up to 552 at the end of 2014.
However, all of the companies are not operational.
Only 28 firms are classified as big companies, while
the majority of them are Small or even Micro
companies. The total employment of 22 640
persons (4,4 % of the whole economy), mostly
engaged in apparel manufacturing, has also stayed
very stable during the past five years. The turnover
growth, from MDL 2 019 million in 2010 to MDL 4
035 in 2014, was mainly caused by inflation. The
exchange rate fluctuations MDL/euro and MDL
US$ were both 14% during that period.
Exports by the apparel as well as the leather and
footwear sector are done primarily on CM or CMT
basis, while exports of textiles are done on own
label or private label basis. In CM or CMT business
7

concepts the manufacturer sells production
services, i.e. manufactures the goods by using
materials owned and supplied by the customer. The
textile industry produces the goods from own
materials and sells them to clients at full value.
Although the quantity of exports by apparel as well
as footwear companies is large, but due to the very
low level of value added the turnover per person
employed was only MDL 124 000 in apparel and
MDL 118 000 in footwear, compared to
MDL 419 000 in textiles in 2014,
as highlighted in Table 1.
There are different estimates for the share of CM
and CMT in exports. According to MIEPO, 80% of
the total production value is CM, CMT or FOB
(Textile, Apparel, Footwear and Leather Goods,
Republic of Moldova).

This corresponds to the 82 % share of exports in
total production value, as the rest (18 %) is with
own brand to the local market, as presented in
Table 2. According to statistics by International

Trade Center 92% of apparel exports and 84 % of
footwear exports are re-exports, indicating that
this proportion is CM or CMT as highlighted in
Table 2.

No of enterprises

2010

2014

Total by all activities

46 704

53 738

Manufacture of textiles

138

120

Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of furs

356

356

79

76

Total Light Industry

573

552

% of Total Economy

1,2%

1,0%

2010

2014

526 182

519 429

2 750

4 244

15 542

14 635

4 456

3 761

22 748

22 640

4,3%

4,4%

2010

2014

177 503

263 281

Manufacture of textiles

612

1 777

Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of furs

969

1 816

Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

439

442

Total Light Industry

2 019

4 035

% of Total Economy

1,1%

1,5%

2010

2014

89

178

223

419

Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of furs

62

124

Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

98

118

Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

No of employees
Total by all activities
Manufacture of textiles
Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of furs
Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear
Total Light Industry
% of Total Economy

Turnover million MDL
Total by all activities

Turnover per person MDL 1000
Total light industry
Manufacture of textiles

Table 1. Financial indicators of Moldovan Light Industry (Source: National Bureau of Statistics)
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Light industry has traditionally been export oriented,
with 82 % of total production value for exports.
Out of delivered production value 91% in textiles,
78% in apparel and 69% in leather products and

footwear was exported. The main export markets
were United Kingdom, Italy, Turkey, Germany and
Russia.

Delivered production value million MDL

2011

2015

INDUSTRY - total

27 004

38 906

Manufacture of textiles

588

1 859

Manufacture of wearing apparel

913

1 734

Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

321

363

2011

2015

INDUSTRY - total

31,4%

33,7%

Manufacture of textiles

69,1%

91,0%

Manufacture of wearing apparel

88,5%

79,7%

Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

70,9%

68,8%

Delivered production value external markets %

Exports and re-exports 2015

2015

61 Articles of apparel, accessories, knit or crochet exports

84,978

61 Articles of apparel, accessories, knit or crochet re-exports

69,063

62 Articles of apparel, accessories, not knit or crochet exports

139,755

62 Articles of apparel, accessories, not knit or crochet re-exports

138,687

% of

81,3 %

99,2 %

64 Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts thereof exports

23,756
84,1 %

64 Footwear, gaiters and the like, parts thereof re-exports

19,978

57 Carpets and other textile floor coverings exports

15,767
1,5 %

57 Carpets and other textile floor coverings re-exports
42 Articles of leather, animal gut, harness, travel goods exports

19,119

42 Articles of leather, animal gut, harness, travel goods re-exports

19,005

Table 2. Delivered production value in external and internal trade, exports and re-exports. (Source:
National Bureau of Statistics and International Trade Center)
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0,242

99,4 %

The total number of knitwear garments produced
in 2015 reached 15.0 million, while 7.6 million
woven apparel products and 1.8 million pairs of
footwear were produced. Manufacturing quantities
have declined in apparel and footwear sectors
during the past five years. In 2011 in total 16.5

million knitwear products were produced while in
2015 the total quantity was 15.0 million, indicating a
9.3% drop in volume. The decline in other apparel
products was 18.4 % and in footwear 28.1 %, as
highlighted in Table 3.

Manufacturing quantities

2011

2015

Ev. 11/15

Knitwear (1 000 pieces)

16 534

15 000

-9,3 %

Other apparel (1 000 pieces)

9 339

7 625

-18,4 %

Footwear (1 000 pairs)

2 461

1 770

-28,1 %

Table 3. Evolution of production quantities in apparel and footwear

The light industry seems to perform more profitably
than the Moldovan manufacturing industry on the
average. However, there has been heavy fluctuation
in net profits from year to year, for example the

average net margin in leather and footwear industry
was 1,6 % in 2010 compared to 10,6 % in 2014.
Less than 50 % of all companies in light industry had
a positive net result both in 2010 and 2014.

Average net margin

2010

2014

Manufacturing industry

7,0%

2,6%

Manufacture of textiles

3,7%

1,5%

13,3%

8,3%

1,6%

10,6%

2010

2014

Manufacturing industry

47 %

46 %

Manufacture of textiles

43 %

46 %

Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of furs

48 %

49 %

Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

49 %

49 %

Manufacture of wearing apparel; dressing and dyeing of furs
Manufacture of leather products of leather and footwear

Proportion of enterprises with positive net margin

Table 4. Average net margin and the proportion of enterprises with positive net result

The textile, apparel, leather goods and footwear
industry are investing moderately. Apparel
manufacturing is less capital intensive and apparel
companies invested only 2,9 % of their turnover in
2014. Manufacturing of textiles, leather goods and
footwear are more capital intensive and investments
are proportionately higher. The high share of CM
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and CMT in exports means that satisfactory net
margin generates very little value and investment in
money terms stays moderate. The average investment
per company, when micro size companies are not
considered, was very low in 2014: MDL 2,5 million
in textiles, 0,4 million in apparel and 1,8 million in
leather goods and footwear.
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Investments MDL million

2013

Manufacturing

% of

2014

% of
turnover

turnover

►

Manufacture of textiles

72

5,0 %

98

5,5 %

►

Manufacture of wearing apparel

69

5,0 %

52

2,9 %

►

Manufacture of leather and related products

38

9,8 %

65

14,7 %

Table 5. Investments by the light industry sector as percentage of turnover.

The Moldovan light industry is an essential part of
the economy, especially in regards to external
trade (16,4% of all exports). Furthermore, it
provides jobs to 4,4 % of the work force, primarily
for females, and its share in the total investments of
the country was 4,9 %.
Large companies in Moldovan light industry create
most of the turnover and also employ most of the
labor. The turnover per employee in larger companies
is also the highest, as highlighted in detail in Annex
1. The textile sector has the largest share of foreign
capital. In apparel and leather & footwear the role
of foreign capital investments are not so significant.
Joint ventures are not that common. However, a

large proportion of textile companies are not
operational, as demonstrated in Annex 2.
The ownership background of a company has an
impact on its strategy. Those fully foreign owned
enterprises, as well as joint ventures, whose parent
company carry out trade, concentrate usually on
production and providing products to the parent
company at low transfer price. Their strategy may
not be to upgrade in the value chain if all design,
sourcing and marketing activities are done by the
parent. Companies with foreign venture capital may
be different and their aim is to enhance the value of
the company, for example by own brand exports.

The share of Light Industry in:

Value, %

Industrial production ,2015

10,3%

Exports

16,4%

Turnover, 2014

1,5%

Number of employees, 2014

4,4%

Number of enterprises, 2014

1,0%

Investments, 2014

4,9 %

Table 6. The role of light industry in Moldovan economy (Source: National Bureau of Statistics)

Based on interviews of ten Moldovan light industry
companies (3 in apparel, 3 in leather goods, 3 in
footwear, 1 in textiles)1, the strategic objectives
selected by each company vary significantly depending
on the size of the enterprise and also the history of
operations. Smaller firms operate already with own
brands in the domestic market. Larger companies
tended to carry our exports on CM or CMT basis,
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often depending on just a few customers. However,
many larger firms had also plans to introduce own
brand.
Many companies had experienced a decline in sales
in 2015 and the outlook for 2016 was moderate.
Most of the firms interviewed were profitable, but
due to the low value added unable to carry out
productivity investments. Smaller companies were

1. Inonel JSC, Mobile LTD, Zorile JSC, Oldcom LTD, Velitextil Plus Ltd, Hincu Ltd, Alrelux LTD, Bit Program LTD, Artime JSC, Euroyarns.

self-financed while larger firms used bank loans.
The efficiency in comparison to international
standards was estimated to be between 65% and
70%. Larger companies experience fiscal and
business climate to be satisfactory, smaller companies
complained about the number of inspections and
other bureaucracy. Customs procedures had been
simplified. The long lead time for VAT reimbursement
in material imports create financial constraints. All
the interviewed firms had difficulties in employing
qualified and well-trained personnel, both for
management and direct work force.
The low GDP per capita in Moldova keeps
consumption at moderate level and is clearly not
promoting branded businesses in the domestic
market. But due to active support by CEED and
CEED II projects, several companies established
own brands during the past ten years. A few
companies are also starting exports with own
brand. The Government of Moldova has actively
liberated trade with European and neighboring
markets with DCFTA, CIS, Free Trade Agreement
with Turkey, CEFTA and GUAM. Duty free access,
proximity to these markets, relatively easy customs
procedures combined with competitive manufacturing
costs offer great opportunity for Moldovan
manufacturers in exports. According to several
indicators the current development trends for
Moldovan light industry can be summarized as
follows:
■

The number of enterprises declined from 573 in
2010 to 552 in 2014 (-4 %), with the biggest drop
in the number of textile companies, from 138 in
2010 to 120 in 2014 (-13 %). However, all the
companies still in register are not operational.

■

The number of people employed by the light
industry declined slightly during the same period,
from 22 748 to 22 640 (-0,5 %). The biggest drop
was in leather goods and footwear, from 4 456 to
3 761 (-15 %), while textile manufacturers
increased their employment from 2 750 to 4 244
(+ 54%).

■

The turnover of the light industry sector
increased by 100 % from MDL 2 019 million to
MDL 4 035 million. Turnover of the footwear
companies increased only by 0,9 %, while textiles
grew by 190,4% and apparel by 87,5 %.

■

The production value delivered to external
markets grew from MDL 1 441 million in 2011 to
MDL 3 471 million in 2015 (+141 %). Export of
textiles grew by 317 % and apparel by 71 %. The
exchange rate fluctuation during the same period
was + 60 % against euro and +28 % against US$.

■

Production quantities dropped from 2011 to
2015 by - 9,3 % in knitwear, - 18,4 % in woven
apparel and by – 28,1 % in footwear .

■

About half of the companies in textiles, apparel,
leather products and footwear had a negative net
result in 2014. The average net results, however,
were + 1,5 % for textile companies, + 8,3 % for
apparel and + 10,6 % for leather goods and
footwear indicating that the other half of the
enterprises performed well.

■

The light industry has invested very moderately
during the past years. The average investment per
company is quite low. Competitiveness cannot be
maintained without modern machinery and
up-to-date systems.

Photo credit: Doina Nistor
Photo caption: Sock weaving factory in Moldova
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2. MOLDOVA’S FASHION
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
2.1. EXTERNAL ISSUES
South-East Asia led by China is still the main supplier of apparel and textile products to EU. Furthermore,
imports from most Asian countries grew significantly from 2014 to 2015, as highlighted in Table 7. The
highest growth percentages were from Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam, Pakistan and Bangladesh.
TEXTILES
Partner
countries

13

CLOTHING

2015

% compared
to 2014

China

9.578.024.130

11%

Turkey

4.786.604.331

India

Partner
countries

2015

% compared
to 2014

China

29.968.780.329

6%

6%

Bangladesh

13.716.103.128

24%

2.597.390.052

5%

Turkey

9.437.223.481

2%

Pakistan

2.284.581.583

11%

India

5.138.586.991

11%

United States

1.235.214.759

16%

Cambodia

2.954.129.020

31%

Korea South

1.132.623.378

7%

Vietnam

2.804.473.453

26%

Switzerland

817.368.238

1%

Morocco

2.315.446.715

0%

Japan

591.950.351

8%

Pakistan

2.280.744.153

25%

Egypt

478.414.403

-1%

Tunisia

1.996.228.2580

-4%

Taiwan

464.379.557

4%

Sri Lanka

1.587.828.026

8%

Indonesia

437.668.872

1%

Indonesia

1.286.212.052

5%

Bangladesh

373.104.701

4%

Switzerland

680.791.763

12%

Vietnam

326.010.976

11%

Hong Kong

672.571.931

25%

Thailand

317.859.769

-1%

United States

560.336.455

26%

Tunisia

270.507.432

7%

Thailand

510.103.849

-5%

Israel

224.515.983

9%

Macedonia

459.614.756

-3%

Morocco

222.505.987

17%

Myanmar

419.897.658

79%

Australia

181.833.516

-6%

Egypt

405.277.796

4%

New Zealand

146.497.935

39%

Serbia

349.161.908

8%

Belarus

122.528.011

2%

Madagascar

303.187.285

9%

Table 7. Imports of textiles and clothing to EU-28 in euro (Source: Euratex)

Moldova’s main competitors in exports are the
near-to-EU suppliers. In this group Turkey is the
main supplier for garments and Romania for leather
goods and footwear. Garment exports from
Estonia, Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania and Romania had
the highest decline in 2015 compared to 2011,

while exports from Morocco, Turkey and Serbia
had the highest growth rate. Lithuania, Turkey and
Ukraine had the highest growth in footwear
exports. Garment exports from Moldova dropped
by 17,6 % and footwear by 52%.

Evolution of global export US$ value from 2011 to 2015
Garments
knitted & woven

Footwear

Belarus

-39,5 %

2,4 %

Bulgaria

-15,5 %

-23,3 %

Estonia

-48,7 %

-61,3 %

Latvia

-24,5 %

-44,0 %

Lithuania

-16,9 %

90,1 %

Romania

-16,3 %

-22,4 %

Serbia

9,9 %

-6,1 %

Turkey

9,9 %

52,0 %

Ukraine

0,0 %

15,8 %

Morocco

10,4 %

-1,3 %

-10,2 %

-17,1 %

1,3 %

-28,8 %

-17,6 %

-52,0 %

Tunisia
Egypt
Moldova

Table 8. Evolution of global exports of apparel and footwear by near-to-EU countries from 2011 to 2015.
The evolution is based on US$ (Source: International Trade Center).

Compared to selected near-to-EU countries Moldova
is the smallest exporter of apparel to the global market
while Turkey, Morocco, Romania and Tunisia are the
leading ones. In leather goods and footwear Moldova’s
export value is also rather small. Only Latvia and Egypt
export less in terms of value. The main exporters of
the selected near-to-EU countries in leather goods and
footwear are Romania, Tunisia, Turkey and Morocco,
as presented in detail in Annex 3.
CBI summarizes the trends and opportunities in
the European fashion market in their recent
publication ‘Trends: Apparel in Europe’ as follows:
1. Aging population an retiring population has
money and is active in leisure time activities. This
promotes many growing niche markets (golf,
sailing, hiking, etc.) with quality products.
14

Functionality is often the main means of competition
in this market, not price as with Fast Fashion.
2. Development in shopping experience is
important. Most Europeans have a smart phone or
tablet and there are 300 million active social media
users. On-line shopping keeps growing. Efficient
marketing requires not only an attractive web site,
but also participation in social media like Facebook.
New technology is implemented in on-line sales, such
as virtual product displays and digital fashion shows.
3. Transparency, traceability and sustainability
are demanded by European consumers. They want
to know where the product is made and from
where the raw materials originate. There is a plan
to request the retailers to display the origin in the
garments.
6

4. Towards more efficiency means that speed to
the market, re-ordering and continuous ordering
are requested by European fashion companies.
Virtual prototyping is one technology to cut down
design time, near-by supplier network is another
one.

5. Increasing consumption in the developing world
opens new markets for European fashion brands.
Design management will continue in Europe, but
some of the practical parts of product development
will be sifted to the place of manufacturing, such as
pattern design, design of 3D images, etc.

Figure 2. Several fashion companies use virtual design and marketing. Adidas designs 50% of its product range virtually, without prototypes or sales
samples. Tommy Hilfiger has launched virtual show rooms. Technology for3D design and virtualization is available from several software providers.

BOX 1: PLAYERS IN THE INTERNATIONAL FASHION VALUE CHAIN

Branded
manufacturers

Branded
marketers

Branded
retailers

Multi-Brand
retailers

Vertical
companies

Trading firms

The international fashion value chain consists of branded companies
with different kinds of strategies. Branded manufacturers are firms
that design their products and produce in their own or outsourced
facilities, but usually they don’t have their own retailing. They prefer
CM suppliers.
Branded marketers are companies with own design and marketing,
but don’t directly get involved in production or retailing. They have
CM and FOB suppliers. Branded retailers sell products with their
own design and brand in their own retail stores. They do not
directly get involved in manufacturing. Large retail chains prefer CM,
medium size and small chains go for FOB and Private Label.
Multi-brand retailers don’t design their product ranges, but sell
designs and brands by branded manufacturers and branded marketers.
They buy only from suppliers collections, mainly with supplier
brands. Vertical companies control the supply chain from manufacturing
to retailing. Besides own factories they may outsource a part of
their production. They prefer CM, sometimes FOB.
Trading companies, also called buying agents or import agents are
middle men that organize production for branded companies. They
prefer CM as they have full sourcing organizations. Furthermore,
their margins reduce producers’ gains.

Photo credit: APIUS
Photo caption: Ana Popova, designer of the Ana Popova Jewelry brand

New customer search in the external market must
focus on the type of clients that favor FOB and Private
Label instead of CM and CMT. Branded Marketers
and Branded retailers often expect more services
from their suppliers besides just manufacturing.
Furthermore, medium size customers don’t often
possess enough material sourcing and production
knowhow to operate on CM basis. Trading firms and
agents organize production on CM basis and their
margins reduce the price, as highlighted in Box 1.
The Moldovan fashion industry needs to be aware of
the trends in the fashion market in Europe, in order
to develop their offering accordingly. According to
CBI several European fashion brands are moving parts
of their product development activities to the site of
manufacturing. Adidas already engages their sourcing
office in Vietnam in 3D developments. This is an
opportunity for Moldova providing that Moldovan
light industry builds capacity for design and product
development services.
Fashion retailers experience several problems with
long-lead-time mass merchandising from Asia. They
need to commit to firm orders six to eight months
before the start of the selling season. This makes
forecasting difficult and forecast accuracy suffers. On
the average 40 % of all fashion goods are sold at
reduced prices, as there was no demand for them. At
the same time 25 % sales is lost due to stock out, as
Asian suppliers offer no replenishments. Inventories
grow and the average inventory turns is below 4,0
freezing capital. In mass on-line sales the rate of
return is between 40 % and 50 %. (Source: Mattila)
With near-by sourcing such problems can be avoided,
providing that suppliers are flexible, offer short
operational lead time and replenishment service. Fast
Fashion companies, such as Zara of Inditex Group,
capitalize on this and are extremely fast in turning
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design ideas to ready-made products. The key is
point-of-sale (POS) information. All stores are
connected to head-quarters on line. Demand in the
market regarding colors, designs and materials can be
monitored and used in design and merchandising
management. Moldova is ideally located for such
supply chains and clientele interested in this kind of
services need to be approached.
The development of Moldova’s fashion industry in
global context can be summarized as follows:
■ Compared to the near-to-EU supplier countries the

export volumes from Moldova are low. Turkey,
Morocco, Romania and Tunisia are giants in both
apparel and footwear exports.
■ During the past five years Morocco, Turkey and

Serbia were able to increase their total apparel
export value significantly, while exports from
Estonia, Belarus and Latvia declined.
■ The footwear export value from Lithuania, Turkey

and Ukraine grew rapidly, but Estonia’s, Latvia’s and
Moldova’s exports declined.
■ All the near-to-EU supplier countries are close to

the main EU markets and therefore enjoy similar
speed to the market advantage.
■ Asia, and especially China, Vietnam and Bangladesh

dominate the world trade in textiles and apparel,
mainly due to low prices and high volumes. These
countries typically supply on FOB basis while most
of the near-to-EU countries, including Moldova,
operate with CM or CMT concepts. Several
companies operate with own brands in the
domestic market.
■ Financial constraints prevent investments which

would be necessary for developing competitiveness.
Well qualified and experienced personnel is not
largely available.

2.2. INTERNAL
CONSIDERATIONS
According to World Economic Forum’s rating the
most problematic factors for doing business in
Moldova are corruption, policy instability,

inefficient government bureaucracy and access to
financing. This image needs to be changed in order
to promote Moldovan light industry in the EU
market, especially when the indication of origin
becomes compulsory in apparel, leather and textile
products.

THE MOST PROBLEMATIC FACTORS FOR FOING BUSINESS
Score
Corruption

20.1

Policy instability

12.8

Inefficient government bureaucracy

9.0

Government instability/coups

8.4

Access to financing

8.1

Inadequately educated workforce

8.1

Inadequate supply of infrastructure

6.2

Inflation

5.9

Complexity of tax regulations

4.7

Tax rates

4.4

Poor work ethic in labor force

3.2

Foreign currency regulations

3.1

Restrictive labor regulations

2.2

Insufficient capacity to innovate

2.1

Crime and theft

1.5

Poor public heath

0.2
5

10

15

20

25

30

Figure 3. The most problematic factors for doing business in Moldova (Source: World Economic Forum)

2.3. INTERNATIONAL
NETWORKING

■

AUTEX is an organization of Textile Universities
in Europe. It organizes conferences and promotes
research project funding.

Up-to-date information is needed regarding external
market development, technology innovations,
research projects and fashion trends. APIUS and
MIEPO and The Technical University need to take
an active role in networking with relevant international
organizations, such as:

■

PROMOSTYL, INTERCOLOR and similar fashion
trend studios provide forecast of future fashion.
This information could be distributed to the
Moldovan industry, for example by ZIPHOUSE.

EURATEX is the European organization for
national Textile and Apparel associations providing
various kinds of information for its members. It
organizes events and supports research and
development.

■

The European Technology Platform for the
Future of Textiles and Clothing is a meeting place
organized by EURATEX, where technical and
marketing development projects are launched.
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■

Portugal was very active in connecting to international
networks in the 90s when their fashion industry
started to upgrade from traditional CM, as
highlighted in Box 2. Today Portugal exports
leather goods and footwear for US$ 2.3 billion and
apparel for US$ 3.2 billion under Private Label or
Own Label.

BOX 2: PORTUGAL’S JOURNEY FROM CM TO OWN LABEL

Own label
Private label
FOB
CM / CMT
70s

CITEVE created as Center of
Excellence for technology

80s

90s

00s

10s

Start of Design Center by Anivec to
supply fashion information

Portugal was the CM provider for European
customers in the 70s and still largely in the 80s.
Gradually the companies started to upgrade first
to FOB, and today nearly all companies design
their collections and offer them on Private Label
or Own Label basis to the European market.
ANIVEC APIV is the garment industry association
of Portugal and in the early 90s they created a
Design Center which provided it members fashion
trend information collected form fairs and
organizations like Promostyl and Intercolor. This
assisted the industry in creating attractive products.
Today they provide their members legal assistance
regarding labor relations, textile conservation
labeling information and still fashion trends.
CITEVE was established at the end of 80s to assist
the Portuguese textile and garment industry in
modernizing technology. Today it is an active
player in research and development for textiles
and apparel. Export Portugal is a new scheme for
SMEs to increase exports by d iversifying to new
markets. It finances projects up to € 100 000 per
company with 50 % - 85 % grants. Funding is
supported by EU.
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BOX 3: GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT TRENDS IN FASHION MARKETS
1643

Growth of US$ per capita spending on apparel
1221

Source: Wazir, The Road to 2025)
1080

1050
831

804

814

2012
2025

781

740

686

663

454
272

377

273
109

Australia

Canada

Japan

EU-27

USA

Russia

Brazil

China

138
36

India

Per capita spending in fashion is expected to grow in all main markets, but especially in China and India, which
by 2025 will combined be a bigger market than EU and USA put together. China is actively developing the
domestic market. The current 40 % share of global fashion exports is forecasted to come down to 35 % in
2025. Parallel to the growing demand in China the Chinese Government is pushing the industry towards more
value adding businesses, and as result the low cost exports will have to drop, creating a gap of US$ 100 billion in
global exports. This will be taken over by other nations in Asia, as well as by near-to-EU suppliers.
Projected Apparel Market Size of China/India and USA/EU in 2025
2012 market size
(US$ bn.)

Expected growth rate 2012
to 2025

2025 market size
(US$ bn.)

India

45

12%

200

China

150

10%

540

India and China combined

195

11%

740

USA

225

2%

285

EU-27

350

2%

440

USA and EU-27 combined

575

2%

725

Region

Source: Wazir – The Road to 2025

Moldova is geographically well positioned in the proximity of the EU market. Furthermore, the market
looks for flexible suppliers, which are able to produce smaller quantities profitably. Moldova could capitalize
on this demand as Asia still concentrates on volume orders.
EURATEX, the organization for the National Textile and Apparel Industry Associations of Europe, has a
strategy for Competitive and Innovative textile and clothing industry. The goal for the industry is to become more
innovative, more knowledge-intensive and less labor intensive. Products should be more value-added, sustainable
and smarter.
EURATEX supports the industry to participate in EU research
programs like HORIZON 2020, which has a budget of €80 billion
for research. Furthermore, close collaboration with research centers
like CETI in France and CENTI in Portugal is supported.

3. COMPETITIVENESS OF
MOLDOVAN FASHION
INDUSTRY
3.1. GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS
The Global Competitiveness Index of Moldova according to World Economic Forum is 84, when Switzerland is
number 1 and Guinea number 140. In comparison to the near-to-EU competing countries Moldova is less
competitive, only Tunisia, Serbia and Egypt have a worse rating. However, Moldova performed quite well in
comparison to the average of the CIS countries in terms of the main components of the Index. Only
Institutions, Innovation, Business sophistication and Market size received lower ratings.
Institutions
Innovation

7

Infrastructure

6
Business
Sophistication

5

Macroeconomic
environment

4

Moldova

3
2
Market size

Health and
primary
education

1

Technological
readiness

Commonwealth
of Independent
States

Higher
education
and training

Financial market
development
Labor market
efficiency

Goods market
efficiency

Figure 4. The Global Competitive Index of the competing near-to-EU countries and the main components in comparison
to CIS countries (Source: World Economic Forum).

GLOBAL COMPETITIVE INDEX
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Estonia

30

Morocco

72

Lithuania

36

Ukraine

79

Latvia

44

Moldova

84

Turkey

51

Tunisia

92

Romania

53

Serbia

94

Bulgaria

54

Egypt

116
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Macro Economic Indicators

u.m.

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

GDP growth, real

%

-6,0

7,1

6,8

-0,8

9,4

4,8

-0,5

GDP, nominal value

mln. USD

5 184

4 887

6 125

7 253

7 983

7 159

5 342

Consumption

%

-0,9

9,2

9,4

0,9

5,2

2,7

-2,1

Retail sales - nominal growth in MDL

%

-4,3

9,0

13,6

0,8

6,5

8,3

7,5

Inflation rate (Dec=100)

%

0,4

8,1

7,8

4,1

5,2

4,7

13,6

Average lending rate

%

20,3

16,3

14,4

13,3

12,3

10,6

14,1

Official annual average exchange rate

MDL/USD

11,1

12,4

11,7

12,1

12,6

14,0

18,8

Average gross monthly earnings

MDL

2 748

2 972

3 194

3 478

3 765

4 090

4 611

External debt

%PIB

79,6

81,0

77,6

82,5

83,2

91,8

118,7

Global Competitiveness Index

poz.

94

93

87

89

82

84

B3

B3

B3

B3

B3

B3-

Credit rating Moody's

Table 9. Selected macro-economic indicators of Moldova (Source: National Bureau of Statistics, National Bank of Moldova )

the nominal growth of retail sales. Although the
average gross monthly earnings have increased in line
with inflation, they are still lower than in most of the
near-to EU countries. Consumption in the domestic
market is moderate and prevents companies with own
brands to achieve rapid growth.

Photo credit: APIUS
Photo caption: Julia Allert, designer and owner of the "Julia Allert" brand

The nominal GPD value of Moldova is low and after
good growth years in 2013 and 2014 it declined in
2015. Relatively high inflation increased the average
lending rate and several companies complained that
interest on bank loans is too high. Development of the
domestic market has been slow when measured by
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The Global Competitiveness Index has improved
during the past 5-6 years, but it is still unfavorable for
Moldova. That together with Moody’s low credit
rating has a negative impact on the image of Moldova
in global market. Moldovan companies cannot buy
materials on credit from international suppliers, which
is the common practice in EU trade. As result, working
capital may have to be financed by high interest loans.
Moldova is very competitive in terms of the cost of
labor. Of the near-to-EU competing countries only

Egypt has a lower cost of labor measured in average
wages (€/month). The concept of minute selling price
is widely used in CM sourcing. It is directly connected
to the average monthly cost of labor and factory
productivity. The large volume producing countries
like China and Turkey tend to have high efficiency due
to volume and the minute selling price is relatively
lower. Furthermore, the daily and weekly working
time may often be extended in Asia reducing the fixed
unit costs.
Cost of labor
€/month

Minute selling
price €/min

Belarus

280

0,11

Bulgaria

260

0,1

Estonia

1050

Latvia

905

Lithuania

750

Romania

380

0,25

Serbia

400

0,25

Turkey

710

0,38

Ukraine

220

0,09

Morocco

250

0,1

Tunisia

190

0,08

Egypt

140

0,05

Moldova

180

0,08

Table 10. Cost of labor and minute selling price in the near-to-EU competing countries. (Source ILO, Werner International, EA-Projects).

3.2. IMPACT OF UP-GRADING
IN THE VALUE CHAIN
Most of the companies interviewed for this report
had only a limited number of CM customers in the
export markets, sometimes only one per market,
which can be quite risky. Customers which buy on
CM basis are typically large retail chains or trading
companies. As they require no service besides
manufacturing, the unit prices are very low. In
order to move to more value adding concepts,
such as FOB and Private Label, totally different kind
of customers should be approached. The medium
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size retail chains often need technical service
(sourcing of materials, constructing of products,
etc.), and they are willing to pay for this service.
However, it must be recognized that both skill and
technology requirements as well as the need for
financing will grow in line with more value adding
concepts. CM customers provide instructions as
well as materials for manufacturing and pay at
delivery. For FOB customers the manufacturer must
possess sourcing skills and know how as well as
product development equipment, and furthermore
access to additional working capital financing, as
highlighted in Figure 5.
6

Value added

Private brand

Branded
manufacturer

CM, CMT

Full package

Skill requirements

Manufacturing

Manufacturing
Material sourcing
Pattern design

Manufacturing
Material sourcing
Pattern design
Product design

Manufacturing
Material sourcing
Pattern design
Product design
Marketing

Technology
requirements

Production
machinery

Production
machinery
Pattern design
CAD
Internet

Machinery
Pattern and
product design
CAD
Internet

Machinery
Pattern and
product design
CAD
Internet

Increased financing
Figure 5. Adding value requires skills, technology and financing.

Moving to more value added concepts has an
impact on net profit value as well as working capital
needs. A case is presented in Box 4 for manufacturing
275 000 shirts annually with different supply
concepts. Profitability as well as need for additional
working capital is highlighted for each concept.
Although the net margin remains fairly constant,
the net profit value is highly increased when moving
towards more value added concepts. This will
enable the companies to invest more. But additional
financing will also be needed as working capital will
grow due to inventories.
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BOX 4. PROFITABILITY OF DIFFERENT SUPPLY CONCEPTS

€ 1000

Priv. Lab

Priv. Lab

FOB

Priv. Lab

Ne sales

550,0

632.5

2076,3

2502,5

3203,8

Cost of goods sold

343,8

418,0

1717,4

1717,4

1717,4

Gross profit

206,3

214,5

358,9

785,1

1486,4

Operating costs

165,0

165,0

189,8

573,4

1204,5

Net profit

41,3

49,5

169,1

211,8

218,9

Net margin

7,5%

7,8%

8,1%

8,5%

8,8%

16,5

432,4

539,0

758,2

Working capital increase

Own Lab.

The impact of more value adding concepts is
calculated above for a shirt with 25,00 min in
production, average direct wages 180 €/month,
minute selling price 0,08 €/min, wholesale price in
own label sales 11,55 €/pc and retail price in
export market 34,55 €/pc. The different concepts
are calculated for annual sales of 275 000 pieces.
Annual sales and cost of goods sold grow when
more value is added to the product. The self-cost
of materials is estimated 10 % lower as costed for
the product. Operating costs grow as more
service is added.
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Brand & marketing
2,55€

OWN
LABEL

Design costs
1,55€

PRIVATE
LABEL

Main materials
5,25€

FOB

Accessories
0,30€

CMT

Production costs
1,90€

CM

Net margin is fairly constant, but net profit value
increases significantly allowing the company to
carry out higher investments. Working capital
need grows due to two months reimbursement of
VAT and higher inventories.

6

3.3. SWOT ANALYSIS
According to the SWOT analysis presented in
Figure 6, the strength of Moldovan light industry in
external trade is based primarily on competitive
production costs and close proximity to the main
European markets. The goods enjoy duty free
access to EU as well as to East European countries
and Turkey. Short lead time, which is not possible
from Asia, is attractive to customers. Many European
customers are also interested in producers for
smaller and more flexible orders. The internal
market starts to be well covered by own brands
which were created largely by the assistance of the
‘From Heart’ promotion.
The poor business climate image of Moldova in the
main EU markets is an obstacle. Furthermore,
Moldova as a source of garments is not well known.
A high proportion of exports consist of low value
adding cut and make services (CM), often to a
limited number of clients. The net profit earnings
are moderate although margins could be satisfactory.
Furthermore, depending on a few clients only is
risky. Moldovan companies need further financing
when upgrading in the value chain. Unfortunately,
there are several financial constraints which pressure
cash flow, such as high interest rate, conservative
assessment of pledges, delays in VAT reimbursements
and lack of credits from material suppliers. As result
the companies are not able to invest adequately and
the equipment and facilities start to be out of date.
The companies find it also difficult to get current
fashion trend information, which is essential for own
brand development.
The Moldovan light industry needs to upgrade
towards more value adding business concepts in
exports. This is an opportunity but also essential in
order to stay competitive for another five to ten
years. Efficient bridge building is needed in order to
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attract European customers. This can be achieved
by further promotion and possible participation in
international supplier ratings. On-line directory of
Moldovan light industry companies should also be
developed. The current re-shoring trend, which
aims at bringing production back to Europe, should
be capitalized on. Brand building needs to be
enhanced in the domestic market, not necessarily by
introducing more brands, but preferably by
strengthening the competitiveness of current
brands. In order to compete with international
brands the domestic retail stores need to be
modernized and made into concept stores selling
different kinds of articles, not only the ones made
by the company itself. On-line sales is an opportunity
for individual brand companies as well as for
multi-brand on-line concepts.
The image of Moldova needs to be improved, as the
continuation of corruption and policy instability
becomes a threat. The reluctance of Moldovan
companies in upgrading in the value chain is also a
threat on the long run. This has been proven by
development of light industry in other supplier
countries. Portugal diversified from CM to Private
Label and Own Brand during the past 25 years, and
today only the enterprises with higher value adding
concepts are alive. Turkey is actively pushing
forward in this track, and Romania’s journey has
started. Moldovan light industry regards the lack of
qualified personnel, partly due to exodus to more
developed countries, a major obstacle for further
development. Competition by international brands
in the internal market is also a threat. Domestic
brands need to keep or increase their market share.
This is possible only through enhancement of
design, promotion and marketing.
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STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

EXTERNAL MARKETS:
Low production cost.
Short lead time due to close proximity to
European market.
Relatively easy customs procedures.
Duty free entry to EU, East European countries
and Turkey.
Flexibility to produce smaller orders.

EXTERNAL ISSUES:
Moldova’s image not attractive due to
corruption and policy instability.
EU market not aware of the capabilities of
Moldovan fashion industry.
Current exports are low value adding (CM): net
profit value low although margins satisfactory.

INTERNAL MARKET:
Good coverage by own brands.
‘From Heart’ promotion has been successful in
supporting the industry in creating own brands.

Internal issues:
Financial constraints created by:
1. Interest rate high
2. Attitude of local banks to SMEs
(conservative pledge evaluation, etc.)
3. Long reimbursement time of VAT in
material imports.
4. Material imports payable at delivery (no
credit)
Inadequately qualified work force and high
rotation.
Low productivity caused by:
1. Inefficient production systems
2. Lack of modern equipment due to low
investments
Lack of international fashion trend and design
information.

OPPORTUNITY

THREATS

EXTERNAL MARKETS:
More attractive clientele in exports could be
approached with more value adding concepts.

EXTERNAL MARKETS:
Continuation of corruption and policy instability
prevent image building.
Reluctance to upgrade in the value chain keep
net profit earnings low.

Efficient bridge building to potential customers:
1. Promotion
2. Participate in international ratings
3. Directory of Moldovan companies to
Internet
Capitalize on the re-shoring trend in Europe.
Extend own brand sales to neighboring countries.
INTERNAL MARKET:
Increase the market share of own brands.
Develop retailing towards concept stores.
On-line sales.

INTERNAL MARKET:
Exodus of qualified personnel endangers
development.
Loosing of domestic market to international
brands if the position of own brands is not
strengthened.

Figure 6. SWOT analysis of Moldovan light industry
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Skills, infrastructure and innovation & research are
the main factors for driving competitiveness both in
largeand medium companies as well as micro and
small companies. Access to finance, standards,
sector regulations and public service quality are
critically important to micro and small companies,

but only important to medium & large companies, as
presented in Figure 7. The quality of public services
is critical to smaller companies, which often are
short of human resources and knowhow of handling
bureaucracy.

Main Factors Driving Competitiveness in Light Industry
Medium & Large
companies

Micro & Small
companies

Skills

C

C

2

Infrastructure

C

C

3

Taxation

S

I

4

Access to finance

I

C

5

Trade facilitation

S

I

6

Innovation and research

C

C

7

Metrology, Standards, Testing, and Quality

I

C

8

Sector Regulation

I

C

9

Quality of Public Services

I

C

#

Factors

1

Figure 7. Main drivers for competitiveness in Light Industry (C = critical, I = important, S = supporting)

In order to maintain and enhance competitiveness in the external markets, Moldovan light industry needs to
focus on the following:
■

Improve the image of Moldova and the light industry as well as awareness among potential customers by
further promotion, by seeking entry to international data bases and by on-line directory of firms.

■

Increase international contacts, such as membership in EURTEX by APIUS, partnering in Horizon 2020
projects by The Technical University, APIUS and enterprises.

■

Improve skills and technology in IT for on-line sales, social media and virtual design and marketing.

■

Seek new type of clients (more value added) in the external market in order to capitalize on the flexibility
and close-to-EU production trends.

■

Enhance own label marketing and retailing in the domestic market in order to succeed with own brands in
the neighboring countries.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR VISION AND ROADMAP
FOR GROWTH
4.1. VISION FOR MOLDOVAN
LIGHT INDUSTRY FOR THE
NEXT FIVE YEARS
The future development of Moldovan Light Industry
is based on a vision with three pillars:

1. Apparel, leather goods and footwear manufacturers
upgrade to more value adding concepts of FOB,
Private Label and Own Label in external trade.
2. The market share of own brands in the internal
market increases.
3. A positive image of Moldova and Moldova’s light
industry attracts new value adding clientele.

Photo credit: APIUS
Photo caption: Zinaida Vintea, owner of the Maxi Kids brand, assisting her workers during the production process

4.2. STRATEGIC CHALLENGES
Strategic changes will be needed in order to make
the vision a reality, as follows:
1. The number of companies and the number of
employees is expected to stay at current level,
perhaps with slight decrease in employment. The
negative trend of the number of jobs can be
reversed by introducing new technology and
making the industry more fashionable.
2. Margins will stay approximately at current level,
but the increase in profit value will enable the
companies to invest in technology, marketing and
productivity development, thus production
volumes in apparel, leather goods and footwear
are expected to grow by 5 % annually.
3. The proportion of CM in external trade decreases
as the new clientele will prefer FOB and Private
Label. Some companies will extend their own
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label sales to neighboring countries. The financial
impact is based on calculations highlighted in Box 4.
4. Due to promotion of own label sales in the
internal market domestic sales is expected to
grow.
5. Investments in proportion to turnover stays at
current level, but the companies have more funds
to invest due to increase in net profit value.
6. Financial constraints will be reduced as, due to
improved image of Moldova, material suppliers
offer more favorable terms of payment. The
improved image of Moldovan light industry will
encourage the domestic banks to provide lending
at more attractive terms and rates.
7. The share of fashionable clothing shall be
increased to attract qualified manpower.
8. Flexibility in production needs to be improved in
order to offer manufacturing capacity to Fast
Fashion and Customization companies in EU.
6

4.3. ACTION PLAN
The following action is recommended for achieving
the objectives laid down by the vision:
External trade
1. Moldova’s and Moldovan Light Industry image needs
to be improved. This requires action at public and
private level. By reducing corruption and
bureaucratic problems Moldova can climb to a better
position indicated by the Global Competitiveness
Index. Further promotion is needed in order
increase the awareness of Moldovan manufacturing
capacity and quality among the potential customers.
2. Moldovan companies should seek listing to
international supplier data basis, such as Trigon
Select promoted by the International Apparel
Federation. A Moldovan Light Industry Supplier
directory should be created for presenting the
companies through Internet.
3. Participation in fairs and match making events
should be encouraged, for example The Sourcing
Connection by Première Vision in Paris.
Internal trade
1. The quality of marketing channels, such as retail
stores and on-line web sites need to be enhanced.
Shops should offer fashion or sports concepts, not
only products made by the company itself. Interior
design, lights, fixtures, music, etc. can be improved
for example with the help of international experts.
2. On-line sales needs to be started, either individually
by each company or jointly through multi-brand
web stores. Use of 3D design systems and computer
graphics eliminate the need for photography. Images
can be displayed faster and with lower costs.
3. Companies with several shops need Point-of-Sale
information systems. The cash registers in the
stores are connected to head-quarters where sales
can be monitored on-line. This information can be
used for production planning and it helps in keeping
inventories down.

2. Computerized pattern design, marker making and
cutting equipment are needed. Sewing and finishing
lines should be organized on modular basis.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems are
needed for planning and control, especially when
the number of customers, orders and styles
increase.
3. Increase of own brand sales requires more design
capacity, and investments in design software and
equipment will be necessary. Product data
management (PDM) or Product Life Cycle
Management (PLM) systems will also be needed
in the future.
Human resources and capacity building
1. In line with upgrading the companies need
advanced design, sourcing and marketing skills.
Continuous assistance, advice and training in
design, merchandising and marketing will be
needed. Attractive designs, understanding of
material sourcing and retail planning are the keys
for improving own branded business.
2. Practical training is needed in addition to middle
level and higher educational institute training.
ZIPHOUSE’s role as design and technical center
of excellence should be strengthened further by
organizing courses, getting financing for modern
equipment and machinery and for increasing the
number of personnel.
3. Networking with international organizations, such
as EURATEX, AUTEX, PROMOSTYL,
INTERCOLOR, is necessary for obtaining
up-to-date information on policy development,
trade, R&D and fashion. APIUS should apply for
membership in EURATEX and Technical University
of Moldova in AUTEX.

Productivity
1. Machinery and equipment should be modernized
to increase flexibility. Many Moldovan light
industry factories are set up for high volume mass
production. With the new strategy more flexible
and high end customers are sought. They require
suppliers who can respond rapidly and flexible to
their demands.
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4.4. EXPECTED RESULTS
The current situation (at the end of 2014 or 2015) and the expected impact of the recommended
action are highlighted by selected indicators in Table 11.
CURRENT

IN FIVE YEARS

APPAREL

LEATHER &
FOOTWEAR

TEXTILES

APPAREL

LEATHER &
FOOTWEAR

TEXTILES

356

76

120

356

76

120

Turnover MDL million

1 816,0

442,4

1776,8

3 065,7

754,8

2 244,2

Exports MDL million

1 381,0

249,9

1 691,9

2 303,1

440,4

2 056,5

352,6

113,3

166,8

616,7

178,3

187,7

Re-exports (CM)

92,4 %

90,0 %

1,5 %

80,0 %

75,0 %

1,5 %

Production pcs/prs 1000

22 625

2 461

27 501

2991

Turnover/person MDL 1000

124,1

117,6

418,7

209,5

200,7

528,8

Net margin

8,3 %

10,6 %

1,5 %

9,0 %

9,0 %

9,0 %

Net profit MDL million

151,2

46,8

27,2

275,9

67,9

202,0

Investments % of turnover

2,9 %

14,7 %

5,5 %

5,0 %

5,0 %

5,0 %

Minute selling price €/min

0,08

0,08

0,10

0,10

14 635

3 761

4 244

14 635

3 761

4 244

180

180

180

210

210

210

INDICATOR
OPERATIONS & VOLUMES
No of companies

Domestic MDL million

PRODUCTIVITY

PERSONNEL
No of employees
Direct labor cost €/m

Table 11. Current situation and expected results

Assumptions used for forecasts in Table 11:
■

inflation 5 % annually

■

the number of companies and workforce constant

■

proportion of CM in exports decreases in apparel (from 92,4 % to 80 %) and in leather
& footwear (from 90,0 % to 75 %)

■

increase of FOB improves export sales value and turnover

■

annual change in domestic sales: apparel +10 %, leather & footwear +7 %, textiles – 2 %

■

net margin 9 % on the average, but significant increase in net profit value

■

investments 5 % of turnover, in value greatly increased

■

minute selling price and average labor cost increase
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4.5. ROADMAP
Responsibilities by various stake holders for carrying out the recommended action are outline in Table 12
and prioritized by the timeline.
ACTION

RESPONSIBLE

External Trade
Launch campaign to improve Moldova’s image

MIEPO

Create on-line directory of light industry companies

APIUS

Test impact of rated international data bases like Trigon Select

USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Participate in suitable sourcing fairs like The Sourcing Connection by
PremièreVision

APIUS

Internal Trade
Assistance for improving quality of retail outlets
and retail planning (POS information, etc.)

USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Assistance for starting on- line sales (web site
design, payment systems, planning, 3D designs)

USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Assistance for using Social Media in retailing and marketing

USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Productivity
Grants for modernizing equipment especially in CAD, computerized cutting
and modular production to increase flexibility.

USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Grants for investing in ERP, PDM and PLM

USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Human Resources and Capacity Building
‘Design House’ for providing fashion trend in connection with PROMOSTYL,
INTERCOLOR, etc., Training courses and workshops.

ZIPHOUSE

Apply for EURATEX membership

APIUS

Apply for AUTEX membership

TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY

‘Center of Excellence’ for technology advancement and information

ZIPHOUSE

Training courses and workshops for improving sourcing, designing, merchandising
and productivity development skills with site visits to foreign companies.

ZIPHOUSE

Study visits to design centers and centers of excellence in Portugal, France, etc.

APIUS / USAID Moldova
Competitiveness Project

Table 12. The Roadmap
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2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

BOX 5. International Data Base for Rated Suppliers

APPAREL
MANUFACTURER

TRIGON SELECT EVALUATION

■

PROMOTION
to key buyers directly

through IAF’s apparel associations
(newsletters/databases/workshops)

■
■

through interactive database

OPENING
DOORS

TO TARGET
MARKETS

WORLD’S LEADING APPAREL
BUYERS
WORLD CLASS
STANDARDS

INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS

AAA

AA

GOOD
INDUSTRY
STANDARDS

ACCEPTABLE
STANDARDS

A
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A London based apparel specialist consulting firm
Trigon Select Ltd has jointly with German Fashion
(German Fashion Industry Association) developed
an evaluation program for apparel suppliers. The
suppliers are rated by specialist and given a rating
from AAA to B. The rating is done in terms of
machinery and equipment, management skills,
production systems and efficiency. The ratings and
supplier information will be filed into a data base.
The database will be managed in collaboration with
International Apparel Federation (IAF), the global
federation of the apparel industry. Its members are
national apparel associations with garment
manufacturers and suppliers as members, and they
will have access to the data base.
Manufacturers have credibility according to what
rating they have, and customers looking for new
suppliers have reliable information prior to
contacting the company.

6
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ADDRESSES FOR PROPOSED
NETWORKING
Association of Portugal’s Textile and Apparel
Industries (ANIVEC)
http://www.anivec.com/
Association of Universities of Textiles (AUTEX)
http://autex.ugent.be/
Center for Textile Technology (CITEVE)
http://www.citeve.pt/
European Apparel and Textile Federation (EURATEX)
http://www.euratex.eu/
International Apparel Federation (IAF)
http://iafnet.eu/
International Platform for Color Experts
(INTERCOLOR)
http://www.intercolor.nu/
International Style and Trend Office
(PROMOSTYL)
http://www.promostyl.com/en/
Sourcing Connection Première Vision
http://www.thesourcingconnection.com/en/homepage-2/
Trigon Select, Rated International Data Base
http://www.trigonselect.com/
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ANNEX 1 – THE STRUCTURE OF LIGHT INDUSTRY BY SIZE
OF COMPANIES (NATIONAL BUREAU OF STATISTICS)
Number of enterprises by size in Light Industry
Total

Large

Medium

Small

Micro

Textiles

120

6

9

24

81

Apparel

356

18

43

85

210

76

4

10

22

40

552

28

62

131

331

Leather and footwear
Total Light Industry

THE STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES BY TURNOVER
Leather and footwear
Apparel

52.0%

37.6%

60.9%

8.7%

26.7%

Textiles

10.3%

89.2%

5.5% 4.5%

Large

Medium

Small

Micro

THE STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Leather and footwear
Apparel
Textiles

54.5%

30.1%

53.0%

12.1%

32.6%
62.5%

10.9%

24.9%

Large

Medium

8.4%

Small

Micro

Turnover per employee, thou MDL
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Total

Large

Medium

Small

Micro

Total by all activities

506,9

788,9

327,0

373,5

127,2

Textiles

418,7

596,9

91,6

223,6

90,9

Apparel

124,1

142,4

101,5

117,3

77,6

Leather and footwear

117,6

112,2

146,9

84,8

60,8
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ANNEX 2 – THE STRUCTURE OF LIGHT INDUSTRY BY SOURCE
OF CAPITAL (SOURCE: MARKET INTERVIEWS)
STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES BY SOURCE OF CAPITAL: TEXTILES
Employees
Turnover

23%

10%
34%

48%
3%

Enterprises

58%

78%

1%

Private local

Public-private

Foreign capital

13%

Joint ventures

STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES BY SOURCE OF CAPITAL: APPAREL
Employees
Turnover

42%

46%

40%

13%

48%

Enterprises

77%

11%
14%

Private local

Foreign capital

8%

Joint ventures

STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES BY SOURCE OF CAPITAL: FOOTWEAR & LEATHER PRODUCTS
Employees

43%

34%

Turnover

43%

36%

Enterprises

23%
21%

83%
Private local

12%
Foreign capital

5%

Joint ventures

STRUCTURE OF COMPANIES: OPERATIONAL VS NOT OPERATIONAL
Footwear & Leather
Apparel
Textiles

20%

80%
28%

72%

32%

68%
Operational

36

Not operational
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ANNEX 3 – GLOBAL EXPORTS BY NEIGHBORING COUNTRIES
(SOURCE: INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTER)
APPAREL (KNITTED AND WOVEN) 2015 (US$ MILLION)
Turkey

14855.534

Morocco

3280.819

Romania

3045.357

Tunisia
Bulgaria
Egypt

2745.102
1583.614
1293.369

Lithuania

698.603

Ukraine

546.159

Serbia

522.418

Belarus

323.923

Estonia

234.091

Latvia

228.541

Moldova

224.733

LEATHER GOODS AND FOOTWEAR 2015 (US$ MILLION)
Romania

1739.375

Turkey

994.144

Tunisia

575.387

Morocco

418.226

Bulgaria

300.204

Serbia

268.344

Ukraine
Belaurs

141.103

Lithuania

121.955

Estonia
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235.108

70.311

Moldova

42.875

Latvia

32.259

Egypt

15.277
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